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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA

14

COUNTY OF SANTA CRUZ

15 DAPHNE BELETSIS, individually, and as
Administrator of the Estate of ALEXANDER
16 BELETSIS, and
YVONNE RAINEY, surviving parent of
17
ALEXANDER BELETSIS, deceased;
18
Plaintiffs,
19
vs.

Case No.19CV03287

20 THETA CHI FRATERNITY, INC., a New
21 York corporation, individually, as a member of
and t/a the Theta Iota Chapter, University of
22 California, Santa Cruz, as a member of the
fraternal order known as Theta Chi Fraternity,
23 and as an alter-ego and successor entity of the
Theta Iota Chapter of Theta Chi Fraternity;
24 THETA IOTA CHAPTER OF THETA CHI
25 FRATERNITY, individually, and as an and
agent and alter-ego of Theta Chi Fraternity, Inc.;
26 CHRISTOPER GUEVARA, individually, and
as an agent/member of Theta Chi Fraternity,
27 Inc. and Theta Iota Chapter of Theta Chi
Fraternity;
28 BRAD VISACKI, individually, and/or as an

(2) VIOLATION OF MATT’S LAW;

COMPLAINT FOR WRONGFUL
DEATH AND SURVIVAL ACTION
BASED ON:
(1) NEGLIGENCE (Failure to Manage
and Supervise);

(3) NEGLIGENCE PER SE (Hazing and
Drug Dealer Liability Act);
(4) NEGLIGENCE (Assumed Duties);
(5) NEGLIGENCE (Duty to Prevent
Harm);
(6) PREMISES LIABILITY
JURY TRIAL DEMANDED
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1 agent/member of Theta Chi Fraternity, Inc. and
Theta Iota Chapter of Theta Chi Fraternity;
2 QUINN MCLAUGHLIN, individually and as
Trustee of the QUINN M. MCLAUGHLIN
3
LIVING TRUST, 117 Pasture Rd., Santa Cruz,
4 CA 95060; and
JOHN DOES 1 through 25, inclusive,
5 individually, and as agents/members of Theta
Chi Fraternity, Inc. and Theta Iota Chapter of
6 Theta Chi Fraternity;
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INTRODUCTION
1.

For years, the Theta Iota chapter of Theta Chi (the “Chapter”) at the University of

California, Santa Cruz (the “University”) engaged in documented dangerous hazing, unlawful
distribution of drugs and service of alcohol, obstruction of University operations, civil
disturbances and destruction of property in the community, and other misconduct which
threatened the health and safety of students. Dangerous misconduct by chapters – members of the
fraternal order known as Theta Chi Fraternity (the “Fraternity”) – have previously caused
numerous injuries and deaths, including the hazing death of Philip Dhanens in 2012 at the
California State University, Fresno.
2.

At Santa Cruz, time and again the University conducted investigations, overcame

lies and obstructions by Chapter officers and members, and suspended the Chapter in order to
protect students and the campus community. During this spree, Theta Chi Fraternity, Inc. (“Theta
Chi National”), a controlling member of the Fraternity and Chapter, knew of the misconduct and
sanctions, and made offers to support the University’s efforts to make it and its Chapter safe so
long as the sanctions imposed did not interfere with the Chapter’s recruitment and Theta Chi
National’s revenue. Neither the Chapter nor Theta Chi National ever published or disclosed
truthful information about the suspensions or the misconduct and risks it and the Chapter posed.
Theta Chi National never compelled its Chapter to implement reforms to make it safe, despite
having the power, authority, and legal obligation under California law to do so.
2
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3.

In Fall 2017, Alexander Beletsis sought to join the Fraternity through a pledge

2 process dictated by Theta Chi National and conducted by the Chapter. As the University advises
3 new students, Greek Life promotes “high academic achievement through activities such as study
4 jams, academic mentors, workshops, networking, and alumni career advising.” Because Theta Chi
5 National and the Chapter keep secret incidents of misconduct and other important risk
6 information, Alex and his family knew nothing about the dangerous history of misconduct of the
7 Chapter, that the Chapter had longstanding pledge rituals designed to “break down” and haze
8 pledges, or that pledging the Fraternity had fairly recently resulted in the death of at least one
9 student in California.
10

4.

Alex and his fellow pledges were dangerously and violently hazed. After Alex

11 obtained membership in the Fraternity, he was being groomed for an officer position in the spring
12 of 2018. Again, Alex was required to participate in dangerous hazing, including being forced to
13 consume large amounts of alcohol. Many vomited while surrounded by fraternity members
14 chanting “Come on, drink more.” Students were physically assaulted if any one of them failed to
15 correctly recite Chapter traditions. Students were forced to perform grueling calisthenics as
16 fraternity brothers screamed that anyone who failed was, among other things, a “pussy” and
17 “faggot.” Fraternity brothers also verbally berated pledges, yelling “You mother fucker, you are
18 weak,” and “Don’t be a Jew, don’t puss out of this.”
19

5.

On June 2, 2018, the Chapter planned its Pledge Crossover Ceremony and other

20 membership rituals and events to celebrate conveying membership in the Fraternity. Theta Chi
21 National knows that such a night becomes one of “three deadly nights” if it involves hazing and,
22 in particular, the presence of alcohol and drugs. Theta Chi National knows about the “three deadly
23 nights” because its former long-term Executive Director and decorated member, David Westol,
24 coined this phrase decades ago and documented these particular risks in the fraternity industry.
25 Mr. Westol opined: “If a chapter allows alcohol into a bid night event, big brother/sister night, or
26 pre-initiation, that chapter has set the stage for tragedy.” Philip Dhanens died in 2012 while
27 pledging the Fraternity at California State University, Fresno, when fraternity members compelled
28
3
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1 him and other pledges to consume dangerous quantities of hard alcohol on “bid night,” the first of
2 the “three deadly nights.”
3

6.

At the Crossover Ceremony, Alex and others were provided multiple types of

4 alcohol, including shots of vodka, and instructed to drink. Alex became visibly and extremely
5 inebriated. Alex was slurring his words. The Chapter completed the Ceremony and directed Alex
6 and others to attend the fraternity-wide celebration, a ritual hosted by the Chapter at the residence
7 of the Chapter President. That residence, occupied exclusively by the Chapter President and other
8 fraternity members, was a satellite house for the Chapter and Chapter events, and had been the
9 scene of seven emergency calls for ambulance service to care for people in medical danger during
10 the preceding year. Alex was driven to that part of the fraternity pledge ritual as his physical
11 condition was compromised as a result of the Crossover Ceremony. At the satellite fraternity
12 house, Alex’s condition worsened, yet fraternity brothers continued to ply him with alcohol and
13 then drugs. Alex was visibly incoherent, and mentally and physically unstable. Fraternity
14 members directed him to a bathroom, purportedly to settle down his erratic behavior. Fraternity
15 members failed to provide him the care and protection he needed under the circumstances created
16 from the hazing by the Chapter and its members. Behind the closed door of the bathroom, Alex
17 fell from the second story window, landing on concrete below.
18

7.

Alex’s skull was shattered, and he sustained severe brain and spinal cord injuries

19 from the fall and remained in the hospital for 18 days before medical personnel advised the family
20 that he would not recover. Alex’s family removed life support and permitted him to pass.
21

8.

The window at the satellite fraternity house from which Alex fell was in defective

22 condition and, in and of itself given its low height, size, and related factors a dangerous condition
23 of the property which, upon information and belief, was known by the Defendant Landlord, within
24 its ability to repair by the exercise of reasonable care, the failure of which by the Landlord being a
25 cause of Alex’s death. Upon information and belief, the Defendant Landlord was also aware of
26 the dangerous activities in the premises, including seven emergency calls for ambulance service
27 during the preceding year, likely complaints from neighbors regarding the dangerous and
28
4
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1 disruptive conduct therein, but failed to exercise reasonable care to control the use of the property
2 to make it safe for visitors, such as Alex, the failure of which being a cause of Alex’s death.
3

9.

Within days of Alex’s hospitalization, the University of California, Santa Cruz,

4 began a legally authorized investigation into the cause and circumstances of Alex’s death. Theta
5 Chi National sent a senior representative to Santa Cruz to meet with Chapter officers and
6 members. On June 13, 2018, the Chapter held a mandatory meeting and included the following
7 statements in the formal minutes of that meeting:
8

“Crucial not to provide information.”

9

“The university does not have much information.”

10

“I don’t know is an intelligent answer.”

11

“We are being supported by our nationals.”

12

“JA Party is still pending.”

13 All Chapter members were instructed via their closed Facebook page to “Keep your fucking
14 mouth shut about the entire situation!”
15

10.

At the outset of the University’s investigation, Theta Chi National’s Executive

16 Director, Michael Mayer, contacted the University and, either directly or through another
17 employee acting under his direction and authority, falsely declared that Alex’s death was not
18 connected to a Chapter event. On July 6, 2018, the University met with the Chapter’s President,
19 Defendant Guevara, who reiterated this false statement. Upon information and belief, these
20 identical false statements reveal the Chapter “being supported by our nationals,” by, in part,
21 coordinated efforts and a conspiracy between Theta Chi National, the Chapter and members to
22 hide the truth from the University, the police, and Alex’s family.
23

11.

The University investigation ultimately revealed multiple attempts by Chapter

24 officers and members to undermine the University’s efforts to uncover the cause and
25 circumstances of Alex’s death. The University pried the facts from mostly uncooperative
26 fraternity members in an investigation spanning almost one year. By report dated April 3, 2019,
27 the University specifically concluded that the events leading up to and causing Alex’s death were
28 hosted by the Chapter. The investigation revealed that “deeply appalling behavior” preceded and
5
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1 caused the death of Alex, including hazing, misuse of alcohol and drugs, and fabricating and
2 furnishing false information. The University revoked recognition of the Chapter as a Registered
3 Campus Organization, and, upon information and belief, sanctioned Chapter officers and
4 members. Upon information and belief, Theta Chi National has continued its support of the
5 individual officers and members, all of whom were likely conveyed alumni member status, and
6 has, therefore, ratified the misconduct which its conspiracy could not prevent from being
7 disclosed.
8

12.

Alex’s surviving parents, Daphne Beletsis and Yvonne Rainey, bring this suit in

9 order to hold liable the named persons, entities, and members of the Fraternity responsible for
10 Alex’s death. Fraternity members and officers identified as Individual Defendants and John Does
11 1-25, directly hazed, participated in, authorized, or acted in concert with others in hazing Alex and
12 placing him in a position of life-threatening peril, including through the provision of alcohol and
13 drugs, and were negligent per se and negligent in failing to take reasonable care of, protect and
14 save Alex.
15

13.

Defendant Theta Chi National, directly and by and through the Chapter, an

16 unincorporated association it authorized, chartered, undercapitalized, generated revenue from,
17 controlled as the principal member, and strategically revoked and repossessed the charter of on
18 May 3, 2019, and the Defendant Chapter, are liable for their direct negligence and misconduct,
19 and for the negligence and misconduct of the Individual Defendants under principles of agency
20 and respondeat superior, and pursuant to the California Penal Code § 245.6 (“Matt’s Law”), Cal.
21 Code Regs. tit. 5, § 41301 (2012) (“Standards for Student Conduct”), the University of California,
22 Santa Cruz Student Handbook & University Policies (“University Policies”), and California’s laws
23 governing unincorporated associations because, inter alia, their officers and agents, including the
24 Individual Defendants, acted in concert, knew of and consented to, and otherwise “authorized,
25 requested, commanded, participated in, or ratified the hazing.” Defendant Theta Chi National is
26 also liable as an alter-ego and successor of the Chapter and because Theta Chi National
27 intentionally undercapitalized the Chapter and, later, revoked its charter, to evade likely creditors,
28
6
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1 such as Plaintiffs, and continued on the purpose of Theta Chi brotherhood for all of the Chapter’s
2 members.
3

14.

Defendant Theta Chi National’s liability also arises directly from its own

4 independent negligent and reckless misconduct, including its failure – despite multiple meetings
5 with and offers to the University – to exercise its powers and abilities to reform it and the Chapter
6 to make Chapter activities safe. For years, Theta Chi National has disregarded the safety of
7 students and others by refusing to make meaningful reforms to chapters and the Fraternity’s
8 flawed safety and management policies and practices despite past injuries and deaths at chapters,
9 at other fraternity chapters, requests from and offers to the University, and credible studies and
10 other information within the fraternity and education industries demonstrating the critical, yet
11 unmet, need for change. Despite its long record of injuries, death, and dangerous misconduct,
12 Theta Chi National and the Fraternity have made, and/or knowingly permitted, deceptive
13 representations concerning the brotherhood and the quality and nature of its services, which
14 intentionally hide documented incidents involving injuries, death, hazing, risks and other
15 dangerous misconduct.
16

15.

Defendant Theta Chi National knew or should have known of the long-documented

17 risk of death and serious injury posed by fraternity traditions like the Crossover Ceremony and
18 related membership rituals and events, and their respective failures in reforming such dangers,
19 which resulted in the death of Alex. Defendant Theta Chi National knew or should have known
20 that its members would continue to act dangerously and continue such traditions notwithstanding
21 fraternity and/or university risk management policies prohibiting such conduct. Yet, Defendant
22 Theta Chi National failed to enact effective measures to implement, oversee and enforce risk
23 management policies or stop longstanding and dangerous pledging traditions despite knowing of
24 the need and having the power and resources to do so.

PARTIES

25
26

16.

Plaintiffs Daphne Beletsis and Yvonne Rainey are Alex’s surviving parents.

27 Plaintiff Daphne Beletsis was duly appointed Administrator of the Estate of Alexander Levi
28 Rainey Beletsis by the Superior Court of Sonoma County, California, giving her full legal
7
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1 authority to maintain this action on behalf of the Estate. This order is attached hereto as Exhibit
2 A.
3

17.

Plaintiffs bring this action for wrongful death and survival damages pursuant to

4 Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 377.60 et seq., and § 377.30 et seq.
5

18.

Defendant Theta Chi National is a non-profit corporation organized in the State of

6 New York. Now and at all relevant times, Theta Chi National regularly transacts business
7 throughout the State of California and in the County of Santa Cruz directly, on behalf of the
8 Fraternity, and by and through the Chapter, an unincorporated association in which Theta Chi
9 National is, or at all material times has been, the controlling member Defendant Theta Chi
10 National consists of at least two ostensibly separate units –Theta Chi National and the Theta Iota
11 Chapter of Theta Chi, though, as further alleged herein, such entities were at all relevant times
12 alter-egos, operating as part of a single enterprise to further the mission of brotherhood and
13 generate revenue for Defendant Theta Chi National’s and the Fraternity. Upon information and
14 belief, Theta Chi National purposefully undercapitalized and structured the Chapter, then took
15 over its assets following the University investigation, to evade likely creditors resulting from its
16 dangerous misconduct, such as hazing.
17

19.

Defendant Theta Iota Chapter of Theta Chi is, and all relevant times has been, an

18 unincorporated association which is chartered, governed, managed, and controlled by its principal
19 member and alter-ego, Defendant Theta Chi National. Defendants Theta Chi National and the
20 Chapter are hereinafter referred to as the “Fraternity Defendants.”
21

20.

Defendant Christopher Guevara was at all relevant times a member of Theta Chi

22 National and the Chapter and, upon information and belief, a citizen of Los Angeles, California.
23 Defendant Guevara was the President of the Chapter at the time of Alex’s death and he authorized,
24 requested, commanded, participated in, or ratified the hazing and/or the subsequent misconduct
25 involving Alex’s incapacity and the failure to act reasonably to prevent his death. Defendant
26 Guevara was at all relevant times acting as an agent of and within the scope of his agency with the
27 Fraternity Defendants.
28
8
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21.

Defendant Brad Visacki was at all relevant times a member of Theta Chi National

2 and, upon information and belief, a citizen of Fresno California. Defendant Visacki was the
3 Brotherhood Chair of the Chapter at the time of Alex’s death and he authorized, requested,
4 commanded, participated in, or ratified the hazing and/or the subsequent misconduct involving
5 Alex’s incapacity and the failure to act reasonably to prevent his death. Defendant Viscacki was
6 at all relevant times acting as an agent of and within the scope of his agency with the Fraternity
7 Defendants.
8

22.

Upon information and belief, Defendant Quinn McLaughlin is an adult resident of

9 Santa Cruz, California, residing at 117 Pasture Rd., Santa Cruz, CA 95060. Defendant
10 McLaughlin is the Trustee of the Quinn M. McLaughlin Living Trust, which is the owner of the
11 real property and rental property located at 511 Broadway, Santa Cruz, California where Alex
12 Beletsis fell to his death from a second story window. Headings or references herein to “All
13 Defendants” or “Individual Defendants” do not include Defendant McLaughlin. The sole Count
14 against Defendant McLaughlin is based in negligence and set forth in Count VI.
15

23.

The true names and capacities, whether individual, corporate, unincorporated,

16 associate or otherwise, of Defendants DOES 1 through 25, inclusive, are unknown to Plaintiffs,
17 who therefore sue said Defendants by such fictitious names pursuant to California Code section
18 474. Plaintiffs will amend this Complaint to show these Defendants’ true names and capacities
19 when the same are ascertained, as well as the specific manner in which each fictitious defendant is
20 responsible.
21

24.

At all times mentioned in this Complaint, each Defendant, excluding Defendant

22 McLaughlin, was an agent, manager, director, trustee, officer, servant, employee, co-conspirator,
23 co-member, alter-ego and/or joint venturer of each remaining Defendant, and was at all times
24 acting within the course and scope of that agency, relationship, management, direction, trust,
25 office, servant, employment, co-conspiracy and/or joint venture.
VENUE

26
27

25.

Venue is appropriate in Santa Cruz County because the acts and misconduct

28 alleged herein occurred within this jurisdiction, Defendants Theta Chi National and the Chapter
9
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1 operated within this jurisdiction at the time of Alex’s death, Defendant McLaughlin resides in this
2 jurisdiction, and Individual Defendants and witnesses to this matter likely attend school and/or
3 reside in this jurisdiction.
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS: HAZING AND ALEX’S DEATH

4
5

26.

Alex was the beloved son of Daphne Beletsis and Yvonne Rainey and brother of

6 Sophia Beletsis. He graduated from Santa Rosa High School where he performed well
7 academically and was involved in sports and other activities. Alex was well liked in high school
8 and his positive attitude carried through to the University, where he was finishing his second year
9 and had just declared his major in business management economics. He was entrepreneurial and
10 researched franchise opportunities. Alex and Daphne spoke about Alex’s aspirations to go to law
11 school.
12

27.

At the start of his second year at the University, Alex sought to join a fraternity to

13 meet people and network. He spoke with Daphne about joining a fraternity, and she
14 independently conducted online research about fraternities at the University and particularly about
15 hazing at those fraternities. She read about one incident of a pledge at another fraternity at the
16 University being hospitalized with hypothermia after being made to swim in the ocean in winter,
17 and she discussed her concerns about hazing with Alex. Despite the Chapter having been
18 sanctioned for dangerous misconduct, the Fraternity Defendants knew that such information was
19 not being publicly reported or disclosed to students along with the glowing, albeit deceptive,
20 information it provided to students.
21

28.

Defendant Theta Chi National recruited new undergraduate members at the

22 University through its local Chapter, and members paid dues and conveyed other financial benefits
23 to the Theta Chi National. The Fraternity consists of Theta Chi National, the active chapters, the
24 Theta Chi Chapter and the members and Pledges of the Fraternity. See The Constitution and
25 Bylaws of Theta Chi Fraternity, Inc. (the “Constitution”), Article I, § 2. Like other national
26 fraternities, the brotherhood identified as the Fraternity and Theta Chi National knowingly author
27 and permit other promotional information about the Fraternity to be advertised on the University’s
28 website in order to attract more undergraduate members and revenue.
10
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29.

In order to become a member of the Fraternity and Theta Chi National, Alex was

2 required to obtain a bid from the Chapter during a period of rush which began in the Alex’s
3 sophomore year.
4

30.

Upon information and belief, Theta Chi National and the Chapter represented to

5 Alex that hazing was prohibited and that he would not be hazed, compelled to haze others, or
6 otherwise be mistreated as a condition of membership. Upon information and belief, the Chapter
7 and Theta Chi National withheld, and/or made no effort to disclose, information about its prior
8 sanctions and misconduct that would have informed Alex and Plaintiffs about the lack of
9 truthfulness in the positive statements made by the Chapter and Theta Chi National. Alex
10 received a bid from Theta Chi National, and paid money to Theta Chi National and the Chapter
11 based upon such representations and promises. Such representations and promises were untrue,
12 both at the time made and afterwards, causing, along with other wrongdoing alleged herein, Alex
13 to endure hazing and suffer economic loss before his death including, without limitation, medical
14 expenses and the lost and diminished value of the membership dues, insurance premiums, other
15 charges he paid to the Chapter and Theta Chi National, and lost and diminished value of his
16 education.
17

31.

In the fall of Alex’s sophomore year, the Chapter and members subjected Alex to

18 outrageous hazing designed to break down Alex and other pledges. The hazing included physical
19 abuse of pledges by Chapter officers and members, threats of violence, calisthenics forced upon
20 pledges for failing to meet the expectations of Chapter officers, degrading, homophobic,
21 misogynistic and anti-Semitic verbal abuse, compelled consumption of dangerous quantities of
22 alcohol and drugs, and other conduct threating the health and safety of Alex and other pledges.
23 After gaining membership, Alex was being groomed to become a Brotherhood Officer and was
24 again required to participate in hazing in order to obtain such position and maintain and satisfy the
25 requirements of his membership.
26

32.

On June 2, 2018, the Chapter and the Individual Defendants planned a Crossover

27 Ceremony and other membership rituals to mark the end of pledging and bond with the new
28 brothers. Alex and pledges were provided multiple types of alcohol, including shots of vodka, and
11
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1 instructed to drink significant amounts of alcohol in a short period of time. Alex began slurring
2 his words and was visibly and extremely inebriated. The Crossover Ceremony was immediately
3 followed by a chapter-wide bonding ritual, which Alex and others were required to attend though
4 Alex’s physical condition would not have allowed him to travel to or attend the event without
5 assistance from Chapter brothers. Alex was driven to this Chapter-sponsored event and given
6 more alcohol to consume on the way. Once there, numerous Chapter members, including upon
7 information and belief the Individual Defendants, embraced the new members by continuing to ply
8 them and Alex with alcohol, then cocaine, despite his obvious degrading physical and emotional
9 condition.
10

33.

As a result of the hazing at the Crossover Ceremony and membership rituals, Alex

11 was visibly incoherent, mentally unstable, and panicky. The Individual Defendants and Chapter
12 participated in, caused, contributed to, and/or were aware of Alex’s degraded condition, yet they
13 failed to provide him the care and protection he needed under the circumstances. Alex was
14 directed to a bathroom and instructed to settle down. Alex went into the bathroom, closed the
15 door, and fell from the second story window, splitting his skull and causing other traumatic
16 injuries on the concrete below. Alex was on life support for 18 days before his family removed
17 the support and let him pass.
18

34.

The University immediately suspended the Chapter, began a legally authorized

19 investigation into the cause and circumstances of Alex’s death, and directed Chapter members to
20 not interfere with the investigation, issue “gag orders,” or discourage members from cooperating.
21 The Chapter, Individual Defendants, and, upon information and belief, Theta Chi National
22 violated this directive, were evasive, and interfered with the University’s investigation. Theta Chi
23 National met with the Chapter and its members within days of Alex being hospitalized. Theta Chi
24 National contacted the University and misrepresented the facts by stating that the event at which
25 Alex was hazed and suffered fatal injuries was not hosted by the Chapter. The Chapter’s President
26 repeated this falsehood to the University. The Chapter’s closed group Facebook page included the
27 following instructions to the brotherhood:
28

“Keep your fucking mouth shut about the entire situation!”
12
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“Fuck every single one of you guys, its not SOAR it’s not the school it’s you

2

fucking faggots!”

3

“Do me and yourself a favor and SHUT THE FUCK UP!”

4

35.

On June 13, 2018, while Alex remained in hospital, and following suspension of its

5 operations by the University, the Chapter held a mandatory meeting and included the following
6 statements in the formal minutes of that meeting:
7

“Crucial not to provide information.”

8

“The university does not have much information.”

9

“I don’t know is an intelligent answer.”

10

“We are being supported by our nationals.”

11

“JA Party is still pending.”

12

36.

Some Chapter members began falsely portraying Alex as a prolific drug user,

13 though the only substances found in his system at hospital were the alcohol and cocaine provided
14 as part of the hazing at the Crossover Ceremony, rituals, and events hosted by the Chapter at the
15 satellite fraternity house.
16

37.

During the University’s investigation, one fraternity member or pledge reported

17 that Chapter members gave Alex shots of vodka at the Crossover Ceremony, shots of Jägermeister
18 en route to the satellite fraternity house, and other types of alcohol upon arrival. The report further
19 stated that Alex was clearly intoxicated, but Chapter members gave Alex cocaine despite his
20 condition. Multiple witnesses stated to University investigators that Alex would never have fallen
21 from the window and died had he not been given drugs, which were provided as part of the
22 Chapter’s hazing membership rituals.
23

38.

The University completed its investigation and permanently revoked its registration

24 of the Chapter, finding, in part, that it had engaged in hazing, dishonesty (fabricating information,
25 furnishing false information), and conduct which constitutes physical abuse, threats of violence or
26 other conduct which threatens the health or safety of any person. Upon information and belief, at
27 least one fraternity member was suspended from the University.
28
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39.

Upon information and belief, the University’s factual findings and sanctions were

2 known to, yet not challenged or otherwise appealed by, the Chapter, its officer and members,
3 Theta Chi National, or any of the Individual Defendants in this case. Upon information and belief,
4 the University’s factual findings and sanctions were known to Theta Chi National, yet it never
5 sanctioned any of its members or the Individual Defendants, all of whom are alumni members
6 vested with rights and privileges unaffected by any of the wrongdoing documented by the
7 University, known to Theta Chi National and alleged herein.
8
9

STATUTORY AND ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY AND POLICIES
40.

California’s Matt’s Law, Penal Code § 245.6, makes it illegal to haze. Hazing is

10 defined as any conduct “which causes, or is likely to cause, bodily danger, physical harm, or
11 personal degradation or disgrace resulting in physical or mental harm to another person in the
12 course of the other person’s preinitiation into, initiation into, affiliation with, holding office in, or
13 maintaining membership in any organization.”
14

41.

Matt’s Law provides a private right of action against any participants in the hazing

15 or organization “whose agents, directors, trustees, managers, or officers authorized, requested,
16 commanded, participated in, or ratified the hazing.”
17

42.

The University Policies are enacted by the Regents of the University of California,

18 which is a “corporation that derives its authority from the California Constitution, Article IX,
19 Section 9, which prescribes its powers of organization and governance.” The University Policies
20 “address the rights and responsibilities of members of the University community as well as others
21 while on University property. These Policies also address the responsibilities of students as
22 defined herein and provide University wide standards for campus implementing regulations as a
23 means of sustaining this community.”
24

43.

The University Policies prohibit hazing, defining it as “any method of initiation or

25 pre-initiation into a campus organization or other activity engaged in by the organization or its
26 members that humiliates or degrades or risks emotional and/or physical harm, regardless of the
27 person’s willingness to participate.” Any corporation or association “which knowingly permits
28
14
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1 hazing to be conducted by its members or by others subject to its direction or control” violates the
2 University Policies.
3

44.

The University Policies provide that “[r]egistered campus organizations are

4 responsible for the conduct of members and guests at sponsored activities. The organization’s
5 officers or authorized representatives are responsible for the planning and event implementation in
6 accordance with all University policies and campus regulations.”
7

45.

The Chapter, with the knowledge, authority and assistance of Theta Chi National,

8 applied for and received official registration from the University. In such application, the Chapter
9 was required to, and upon information and belief did, submit documentation to the University
10 accepting “responsibility for compliance with University policies and campus regulations.”
11

46.

The University Policies constitute governmental administrative policies and/or

12 regulations.
13

47.

The California Drug Dealer Liability Act (“DDLA”), Division 10.2, Section 11700-

14 11717, provides a private right of action by any person suffering harm as a result of another’s
15 provision or distribution of unlawful drugs. The actions by the Chapter and some of the Individual
16 Defendants violated this Act as part of the hazing at the Crossover Ceremony, membership rituals
17 and related events, thereby causing him pain, suffering and death.
18

48.

Matt’s Law, the University Policies, and the DDLA are standards of safety and

19 conduct intended to protect a particular class of persons, including Alex.
20

49.

California Residential Code provides, in part, that for an operable window “located

21 more than 72 inches above the finished exterior grade or other surface below, the lowest part of
22 the clear opening of the window shall be a min. of 24 inches above the finished floor surface of the
23 room.”
24
25
26
27

THE FRATERNITY: THETA CHI CHAPTERS ARE INTENTIONALLY
UNDERCAPITALIZED, AND THETA CHI NATIONAL AND THE CHAPTER ARE
ALTER-EGOS AND MEMBERS OF THE UNINCOPORATED ASSOCIATIONS
RESPONSIBLE FOR ALEX’S DEATH
50.

The Preamble to Theta Chi’s Constitution states that it, the chapters, and fraternity

28 members are “working together for a common cause . . .” The cause and object of that mutual
15
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1 benefit and assistance is the “Fraternity.” Constitution, Article I, § 1. The Fraternity consists of
2 Theta Chi National, active chapters, the Theta Chi Chapter, and active the members and Pledges of
3 the Fraternity. Constitution, Article I, § 2. Theta Chi National, the Chapter and members are
4 bonded for life and working together to benefit the Fraternity, which includes conveying benefits
5 on Theta Chi National and initiating new members into the Fraternity.
6

51.

The Constitution [and Bylaws] are the “supreme law of the Fraternity.”

7 Constitution, Article I, § 4. Any “bylaw, regulation, legislation or resolution of any chapter of the
8 Fraternity in conflict with” the Constitution “shall be null and void.” Id.
9

52.

The business of the Fraternity is conducted at and controlled by the International

10 Convention. Constitution, Article III, § 2. The International Convention has the power to adopt
11 resolutions concerning any matter of interest to the Fraternity. Constitution, Article III, § 3. Each
12 collegiate chapter, such as the Chapter, along with an alumni member of that chapter, is a voting
13 delegate of the International Convention, and required to participate or face probation and fines.
14 Constitution, Article III, §§ 5 and 6.
15

53.

Theta Chi National’s Board of Directors has the authority to establish new chapters,

16 approve their members, determine when a chapter becomes active and the amount of fees and
17 expenses charged for its formation. Constitution, Article IV §§ 2 and 3. Once established, Theta
18 Chi National and its Board of Directors have the exclusive powers, authority and abilities over
19 chapters and members to, inter alia:
20

a. discipline a chapter for any period of time, including placing it on probation;

21

b. revoke a chapter’s authority to operate;

22

c. impose any sanctions on a chapter lesser than probation or revocation;

23

d. place any limitation on the activities of a chapter;

24

e. prevent a chapter from extending an invitation to and/or initiating new members or

25

conducting any Pledge activities;

26

f. specify affirmative requirements on a chapter’s conduct, and restrict a chapter to

27

conducting only those activities specified or approved by Theta Chi National;

28
16
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1

g. establish a committee to guide a chapter, assist it in its recruitment, education and

2

initiation of Pledges, and in any other activities necessary to ensure its successful

3

completion of any sanction placed on it by Theta Chi National;

4

h. interview and investigate any members or chapter;

5

i. suspend or expel any member of a chapter;

6

j. remove and replace any or all officers of a chapter; and

7

k. take immediate possession of a revoked chapter’s records, ritual books, minutes

8

and correspondence.

9 Constitution, Article IV §§ 2 and 4. The chapter has no right to appeal any action taken by Theta
10 Chi National to suspend or remove one of its officers or members. Constitution, Articles IV and
11 VI. Theta Chi National has the exclusive power to reinstate any expelled member of a chapter.
12 Constitution, Article VI.
13

54.

Theta Chi National and its Board of Directors have the exclusive powers, authority

14 and abilities to control the organization and conduct of chapters by mandating, inter alia:
15
16
17
18

a. the titles and duties of chapter’s officer positions, elections, powers and process for
removing officers;
b. when and how chapters will meet, manage and transact business and handle
finances;

19

c. policies requiring members to live in a chapter house;

20

d. policies setting the eligibility of a Pledge and length of time a chapter can initiate a

21
22
23
24
25

Pledge;
e. the amount of Pledge and initiation fees charged by a chapter, and the materials that
a new member will be provided;
f. the circumstances and process by which a chapter can discipline or expel one of its
members;

26

g. policies setting the minimum allowable size of a chapter;

27

h. the terms and conditions of policies involving risk management, safety and

28

insurance.
17
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1 Constitution, Articles V and VI.
2

55.

Theta Chi National is a member of the unincorporated association – by California

3 law, a group of two or more persons joined by mutual consent for a common lawful purpose –
4 organized, and all times relevant hereto, operating as the Chapter, and had such a unity of interest,
5 ownership and control that the individuality of Theta Chi National and the Chapter ceased, though
6 the individuality was a legally-engineered sham and never existed. The acts of the Chapter and
7 Theta Chi National – interwoven by their Constitution and specified actions for a common cause –
8 are such that treating the acts of the Chapter as those of Theta Chi National is prescribed by the
9 reality, and does not produce an inequitable result.
10

56.

Theta Chi National expressly states that a fraternity house is a key to a chapter’s

11 growth and success. Theta Chi National established The Norwich Housing Corporation (NHC)
12 for the purpose of providing loans for chapter housing. NHC’s mission statement describes its
13 central purpose as seeking, “through the prudent deployment of assets, to facilitate the ownership
14 and improvement of housing for active chapters, and to produce income, thereby advancing the
15 Fraternal experience.”
16

57.

Theta Chi National directs the chapters and members to establish a house

17 corporation and provides the chapters documentation to guide them through that process. To
18 promote the illusion of separate, unaffiliated entities, purposes and assets, Theta Chi National
19 directs its chapters as follows: “Do not use the words “alumni”, “building” or “property”. In
20 addition, to avoid confusion with the chapter and other Theta Chi National entities, do not use the
21 words “Theta Chi” or the chapter name within the corporate title.” Theta Chi National directs the
22 chapter and members to establish a dues structure and budget allocation to pay for the housing,
23 financing provided by NHC, insurance and other related costs of ownership.
24

58.

Despite chapters, and in this case, the Defendant Chapter, having substantially all

25 benefits of ownership, the system established, controlled and directed by Theta Chi National
26 requires that legal title to the chapters’ “key” asset, housing, be vested in an alumni-led house
27 corporation associated with the chapter. The stated central purpose of a Theta Chi housing
28 corporation is “to look after the long-term assets and real estate interests that benefit the chapter.”
18
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1 Upon information and belief, housing corporations do not function for any other purpose, and
2 Theta Chi National is empowered to prevent a housing corporation from transferring a chapter
3 house to a third-party unrelated to the Fraternity.
4

59.

Upon information and belief, the Fraternity, Theta Chi National and the Chapter

5 have manufactured this sham organizational construct, strategic and illusory separation of assets
6 causing undercapitalization of chapters in light of the risks of loss, and dangerous system of
7 implementing policies on hazing and risk-management related to membership rituals and Theta
8 Chi National’s generation of revenue for it and the Fraternity, in order to evade creditors by, inter
9 alia, artificially limiting its and its chapters’ potential legal liability for the injuries and deaths they
10 individually, jointly and otherwise legally cause. The purpose and effect of this is clear: Upon
11 learning of the likelihood of this suit, Theta Chi National informed counsel for Plaintiffs that it had
12 exercised its authority to dissolve the Chapter, which, by Theta Chi’s Constitution involves taking
13 possession of its charter and assets, and, then, emphasized that such actions meant that suit by
14 Plaintiffs could not be maintained against the Chapter.
HAZING AND THETA CHI NATIONAL

15
16

60.

It is widely known by the Fraternity and Theta Chi National, and documented in the

17 fraternity industry that the membership rituals which resulted in Alex’s death constitute one of the
18 so-called “three deadly nights.” Theta Chi National’s former Executive Director coined this
19 phrase and is paid to travel around the country advising the fraternity industry of such perils.
20 Dave Westol has received multiple alumni awards from Theta Chi National and is the recipient of
21 the North-American Interfraternity Council’s (“NIC”) Gold Medal, the most prestigious honor in
22 the inter-fraternal world.
23

61.

Statistics, insurance claims analyses, studies and reports, and widely known

24 incidents of catastrophic injury and death widely known in the fraternity industry have for decades
25 demonstrated the foreseeable risk of dangerous injury and death from the excessive consumption
26 of alcohol during fraternity sponsored initiation events. Upon information and belief, accurate
27 information identifying the risks associated with fraternities and pledge activities is shared among
28 fraternities, including Theta Chi National, through organizations such as the Association of
19
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1 Fraternity and Sorority Advisors, Fraternity Executives Association, the NIC, James R. Favor and
2 Associates, Inc., and at industry legal conferences sponsored by the Fraternal Law Partners, but
3 not with the public.
4

62.

Theta Chi National’s Chief Executive Officer, Michael Mayer, is on the Executive

5 Board of the Fraternity Executives Association, and served as Co-Chairman of its Annual Field
6 Staff Conference. Mayer serves on the North-American Interfraternity Conference’s Governing
7 Council, and on the Board of Directors of the Foundation for Fraternal Excellence. Previously,
8 Mayer was an officer of his fraternity chapter and a Leadership Consultant of Theta Chi National.
9 Upon information and belief, Mayer is directly aware of the dangers, risks, studies and related
10 materials reported throughout and available to the fraternity industry, and was likely was involved
11 in and/or witnessed hazing at his chapter.
12

63.

In 1997, the NIC, comprising 66 Greek national organizations with 5500 chapters

13 on 800 campuses throughout the United States and Canada, analyzed certain risks associated with
14 Greek organizations and housing and concluded that improper fraternity oversight of alcohol was
15 “frighteningly pervasive.” In the preceding decade, the Fraternity Insurance Purchasing Group
16 (“FIPG”), a longstanding, now disbanded, consortium of Greek organizations organized to
17 coordinate risk management strategies widely published that fraternities and sororities were
18 ranked by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners as the sixth worst risk for
19 insurance companies – just behind hazardous waste disposal companies and asbestos contractors.
20 Upon information and belief, Theta Chi National was a member of FIPG and contributed to and/or
21 had direct access to this information.
22

64.

The Fraternity’s and Theta Chi National’s membership traditions, coupled with

23 unsafe, unreasonable lack of proper management, policies, and oversight, have resulted in students
24 dying and suffering serious injuries. While Theta Chi National refuses to publicly disclose such
25 important risk information, known examples of death resulting from hazing and membership
26 rituals span decades and include: 1988, Sean Hickey at Rider College; 1997, Binaya Oja at
27 Clarkson University/State University of New York at Potsdam; 2001, Seth Korona at Indiana
28
20
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1 University; 2008, Harrison Kowiak at Lenoir-Rhyne; and, 2012, Philip Dhanens at California
2 State University, Fresno.
3

65.

At the 1998 Theta Chi National convention, a non-binding resolution was passed to

4 encourage the Fraternity to establish alcohol-free housing, which Theta Chi National then
5 instituted through the powers conveyed to it in the Constitution. Later, in 2008, the Grand Chapter
6 voted to repeal the alcohol ban. Upon information and belief, Theta Chi National’s Executive
7 Director, Dave Westol, was opposed to the repeal.
8

66.

At least one national fraternity has banned pledging as a means for obtaining

9 membership following multiple deaths and injuries as a result of hazing. Approximately 20 years
10 ago, Black Greek Letter Organizations banned pledging to reduce hazing and the continued
11 likelihood of injuries and death. These examples demonstrate the power and resources of national
12 fraternities, such as Theta Chi National, to implement safe reforms, management and supervision
13 for and over their local chapters and membership rituals.
14

67.

The Chapter had a history of engaging in dangerous behavior prohibited by the

15 University. On February 11, 2015, the Chapter was placed on disciplinary probation for one year
16 as a result of numerous violations of University rules. On May 5, 2016, the Chapter was placed on
17 one year disciplinary for similar misconduct, as well as engaging in conduct which constituted a
18 threat to the health or safety of any person. Theta Chi National knew of these disciplinary actions,
19 and offered its assistance to the University to implement changes so long as the Chapter’s
20 recruitment and its revenue were not adversely affected. Upon information and belief, the Chapter
21 had other disciplinary actions taken against it by the University in the years preceding Alex’s
22 death, without any resultant changes or reforms implemented by Theta Chi National. At the
23 satellite chapter house where Alex died, governmental records reveal that seven calls for
24 emergency services were made for incidents in the year preceding Alex’s death, which, upon
25 information and belief, related to dangerous incidents and activities involving the misuse of
26 alcohol and drugs, provision of such substances to underaged persons, and persons requiring
27 emergency services for health and safety reasons.
28
21
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1

68.

The Chapter and Theta Chi National had, at all times relevant hereto, access to and

2 specialized knowledge of the Chapter’s continued refusal and/or inability to manage itself
3 reasonably, safely, and in accordance with the University’s rules. Theta Chi National had, at all
4 times relevant hereto, access to specialized knowledge, information, research, and claims histories
5 confirming a staggering number of serious injuries and deaths from Greek activities, and the
6 foreseeable risk of further injury and death should its and its Chapter’s activities, traditions, and
7 risk management strategies continue without meaningful change. The Chapter and Theta Chi
8 National kept secret such disciplinary history, as well as the other incidents of dangerous hazing
9 resulting in injuries and death, from the general public, potential new members and members,
10 including Alex and his family, and the general campus community.
11

69.

Theta Chi National’s policies involving hazing, alcohol, membership rituals and

12 other matters involving life and death are created by it and imposed upon the Chapter. Theta Chi
13 National, by virtue of the powers granted to it by the Constitution, mandates that such policies are
14 implemented by chapter officers and members who, over the past many decades, have proven to
15 be poorly trained, unaware of the risks, intoxicated, distracted by college work and requirements,
16 impeded by loyalties to brothers, and otherwise ill-equipped to safely handle responsibilities that
17 include dangerous rituals and life and death circumstances. Theta Chi National knows, from
18 having seen such circumstances time and again, that the chapter self-management structure it
19 established, controls and permits is flawed and unsafe, resulting in serious injuries and death.
20 While this policy and practice by Theta Chi National has proven inadequate and unsafe over a
21 period of many years, Theta Chi National, directly and as a controlling member of the
22 unincorporated chapters it establishes, refuses to institute reforms despite having the power and
23 authority to do so as alleged herein. As it indicated to the University, it is willing to make changes
24 that do not adversely affect membership numbers and revenue.
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
(Survival and Wrongful Death)
NEGLIGENCE
THE FRATERNITY DEFENDANTS

25
26
27
28

70.

The preceding allegations are re-alleged and incorporated herein.
22
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1

71.

The Fraternity Defendants, including Theta Chi National as controlling member

2 and alter-ego of the Chapter, and Chapter officers and members, owed duties to Alex to manage
3 and oversee membership operations and the activities in a reasonably prudent manner, and/or
4 assumed such duties.
5

72.

The Fraternity Defendants, including Theta Chi National as controlling member

6 and alter-ego of the Chapter, and Chapter officers and members, also owed duties to Alex to
7 manage the provision and use of alcohol and drugs in connection with recruitment, pledge, and the
8 Crossover Ceremony and membership rituals in a reasonably prudent manner, and/or assumed
9 such duties.
10

73.

The Fraternity Defendants breached these duties, and were negligent, directly and

11 vicariously, by, inter alia:
12

(a)

appointing and relying on underage, untrained and intoxicated members,

13

who had themselves participated in hazing, the Crossover Ceremony and membership

14

rituals involving alcohol and drugs to manage the Chapter and its activities and to enforce

15

risk management policies;

16

(b)

failing adequately to train the Chapter and chapter members and officers on

17

risk management, alcohol policies, hazing, crisis management policies, and other

18

management policies and procedures including, without limitation, identifying how such

19

policies and procedures had resulted in injuries and deaths to Theta Chi National pledges

20

and other persons for many years;

21

(c)

failing to provide effective supervision and control over the Chapter’s

22

officers and members and the membership activities and rituals authorized, directed, and/or

23

participated in by those officers and members;

24
25
26

(d)

failing to implement reasonable measures to enforce risk management

policies prohibiting the use of alcohol and drugs during all recruitment activities;
(e)

failing to provide reasonable safeguards and restrictions and controls to

27

prevent underage drinking, excessive drinking, the provision of drugs, responsible

28

supervision over members involved in recruitment activities;
23
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1

(f)

failing to implement reasonable measures to prohibit the excessive use and

2

consumption of alcohol during recruitment and pledging activities including, but not

3

limited to, the Crossover Ceremony and membership rituals and events;

4

(g)

failing to implement reasonable measures to enforce Matt’s Law, the

5

University Policies, and Theta Chi National’s own policies prohibiting underage drinking,

6

hazing and the provision of alcohol during membership rituals and activities;

7

(h)

failing to implement reasonable measures to stop underage drinking, hazing

8

and other misconduct which Theta Chi National and the Chapter knew, or should have

9

known, were unsafe membership rituals occurring within the Chapter;

10

(i)

failing to discipline Chapter members for engaging in underage drinking,

11

hazing, misconduct, and orchestrating and executing the Crossover Ceremony and

12

membership rituals and events in the years preceding Alex’s death and afterwards; such

13

failures to discipline constituting ratification of the wrongdoing identified and sanctioned

14

by the University; and

15
16

(j)
74.

were otherwise negligent.

The Chapter had previously engaged in hazing pledges and been sanctioned by the

17 University. Neither the Chapter nor Theta Chi National took meaningful disciplinary action
18 against the Chapter or its members and officers. In the midst of the University’s investigation into
19 the death of Alex, the Chapter and/or its officers, upon information and belief, communicated with
20 Theta Chi National and formed the impression that “[w]e are being supported by our nationals.”
21 Upon information and belief, following sanctions imposed by the University against the Chapter
22 and individual members for and as a result of Alex’s death, Theta Chi National failed to take any
23 action against the Chapter’s members. All members, including those directly involved in the
24 misconduct causing Alex’s death and interfering with the University’s investigation, are alumni
25 members of Theta Chi National. Such failures to act by Theta Chi National constitute ratification
26 and approval of the misconduct alleged herein.
27

75.

As a direct and proximate result of the Fraternity Defendants’ negligence and

28 misconduct, Alex died, experienced tremendous pain, suffering and economic losses before his
24
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1 death, and his beneficiaries suffered and will suffer in the future loss of financial support which
2 Alex would have contributed during their life expectancies; the loss of gifts and benefits they
3 would have expected to receive from Alex; cremation and life celebration expenses; the
4 reasonable value of household services Alex would have provided; the loss of Alex’s love,
5 companionship, comfort, care, assistance, protection, affection, society, and moral support; and the
6 loss of Alex’s training and guidance.
7

76.

As a further direct and proximate result of The Fraternity Defendants’ negligence

8 and misconduct, the Estate of Alexander Beletsis incurred medical expenses and lost earnings.
9

77.

Theta Chi National is jointly and severally liable for the negligence and misconduct

10 of the Chapter and Individual Defendants which proximately caused Alex’s death. Theta Chi
11 National is also directly, vicariously and severally liable as the alter-ego of the Chapter, as the
12 controlling member of the unincorporated association, as the successor entity to the Chapter
13 continuing on the brotherhood with the same members, and because Defendant Theta Chi
14 National, as the controlling member, and its Chapter have intentionally and recklessly
15 undercapitalized the Chapter to entirely avoid or lessen financial responsibility for, and/or ability
16 to satisfy, claims and creditors likely to arise from the dangerous misconduct of fraternity
17 members, the Chapter and/or Defendant Theta Chi National
18

78.

Because the Fraternity Defendants have a long history of hazing and misconduct,

19 including deaths and serious injuries at Theta Chi chapters in California and elsewhere, it was
20 reasonably foreseeable that the continued acts and omissions by The Fraternity Defendants as
21 alleged herein posed a risk of serious harm, the misconduct was not only reckless but also taken in
22 conscious disregard of the dangers posed to Alex and others, justifying the imposition of punitive
23 damages on the survival claim filed on behalf of Alex.
24

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for relief as set forth below.

25
26
27
28

79.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
(Survival and Wrongful Death)
NEGLIGENCE AND VIOLATION OF MATT’S LAW
AND THE UNIVERSITY POLICIES
ALL DEFENDANTS
The preceding allegations are re-alleged and incorporated herein.
25
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1

80.

The misconduct of the Individual Defendants, members and officers of Theta Chi

2 National and the Chapter, as alleged were taken in the context of Alex’s membership and efforts to
3 hold office in the Chapter and maintain his membership in Theta Chi National. The conduct was
4 likely to cause, and did in fact cause, serious bodily injury, was hazing within the meaning of the
5 statute, and was a proximate cause of Alex’s death.
6

81.

The Individual Defendants and the Chapter, directly and as an alter-ego of Theta

7 Chi National, directed, approved, participated in and/or tolerated the hazing of Alex and were
8 acting as agents and/or officers of the Theta Chi National because, in part, their activities involved
9 the exclusive process by which membership activities and rituals can take place.
10

82.

As a direct and proximate result of the Defendants’ negligence and misconduct,

11 Alex died, experienced tremendous pain, suffering and economic losses before his death, and his
12 beneficiaries suffered and will suffer in the future loss of financial support which Alex would have
13 contributed during their life expectancies; the loss of gifts and benefits they would have expected
14 to receive from Alex; cremation and life celebration expenses; the reasonable value of household
15 services which Alex would have provided; the loss of Alex’s love, companionship, comfort, care,
16 assistance, protection, affection, society, and moral support; and the loss of Alex’s training and
17 guidance.
18

83.

As a further direct and proximate result of the Defendants’ negligence and

19 misconduct, the Estate of Alexander Beletsis incurred medical expenses, loss of education and
20 membership benefits, and lost earnings.
21

84.

The Defendants are jointly and severally liable for their negligence and misconduct

22 which proximately caused Alex’s death. Theta Chi National is also jointly, directly, vicariously
23 and severally liable as an alter ego of the Chapter, as members of the same unincorporated
24 associations, for which Defendant Theta Chi National is the controlling member, as the successor
25 entity to the Chapter continuing on the brotherhood with the same members, and because
26 Defendant Theta Chi National and its Chapter have intentionally and recklessly undercapitalized
27 the Chapter to entirely avoid or lessen financial responsibility for, and/or ability to satisfy, claims
28
26
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1 and creditors likely to arise from the dangerous misconduct of fraternity members, the Chapter
2 and/or Defendant Theta Chi National.
3

85.

Because the Theta Chi National and the Chapter have a long history of hazing and

4 misconduct, including violations of Matt’s Law and the University Policies, deaths and serious
5 injuries at Theta Chi chapters in California and elsewhere, it was reasonably foreseeable that the
6 continued acts and omissions as alleged herein posed a risk of serious harm, the misconduct was
7 not only reckless but also taken in conscious disregard of the dangers posed to Alex and others,
8 justifying the imposition of punitive damages against the Theta Chi National on the survival claim
9 filed on behalf of Alex.
10

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for relief as set forth below.
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
(Survival and Wrongful Death)
NEGLIGENCE PER SE (HAZING)
ALL DEFENDANTS

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

86.

The preceding allegations are re-alleged and incorporated herein.

87.

Hazing is prohibited by Matt’s Law and the University Policies.

88.

The Individual Defendants, Theta Chi National and the Chapter had legal duties not

to haze Alex.
89.

By engaging in, encouraging, tolerating, assisting, and giving material support to

the conduct alleged herein, the Defendants breached their duties of care to Alex. Under Evidence
Code section 669(a), the breach of such duties are established as a matter of law because:
(a)

The conduct by the Defendants violated Matt’s Law and the University Policies;

(b)

The conduct by the Defendants proximately caused Alex’s death;

(c)

The conduct by the Defendants which caused Alex’s death is conduct of the nature

that Matt’s Law and the University Policies were designed to prevent; and
(d)

Alex was a student, and therefore one of the class of persons for whose protection

Matt’s Law and the University Policies were adopted.
90.

The Chapter had previously engaged in hazing pledges, were sanctioned by the

University, and neither the Chapter nor Theta Chi National took meaningful disciplinary action
27
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1 against the Chapter or its members and officers. In the midst of the University’s investigation into
2 the death of Alex, the Chapter and/or its officers, upon information and belief, communicated with
3 Theta Chi National and formed the impression that “[w]e are being supported by our nationals.”
4 Upon information and belief, following sanctions imposed by the University against the Chapter
5 and individual members for and as a result of Alex’s death, Theta Chi National failed to take any
6 action against its members, and all members, including those directly involved in the misconduct
7 causing Alex’s death and interfering with the University’s investigation, are alumni members of
8 Theta Chi National, in good standing and carrying on the brotherhood. Such failures to act by
9 Theta Chi National constitute ratification and approval of the misconduct alleged herein.
10

91.

Because Theta Chi National and the Chapter have a long history of participating in

11 hazing and misconduct, including violations of Matt’s Law and the University Policies, deaths and
12 serious injuries at Theta Chi chapters in California and elsewhere, it was reasonably foreseeable
13 that the continued acts and omissions as alleged herein posed a risk of serious harm, the
14 misconduct was not only reckless but also taken in conscious disregard of the dangers posed to
15 Alex and others, justifying the imposition of punitive damages against the Theta Chi National and
16 the Chapter on the survival claim filed on behalf of Alex.
17

92.

Theta Chi National is liable for its own negligence per se and/or for the negligence

18 per se of their agents and officers, the Chapter, including as its alter-ego, the Individual
19 Defendants, pursuant to the doctrine of respondeat superior, because the Chapter and Individual
20 Defendants were acting as agents of the Theta Chi National and within the scope of their agency at
21 all relevant times, and/or because the misconduct alleged is of the type to which respondeat
22 liability attaches even if the agent was acting outside the scope of the agency, and/or because
23 Theta Chi National is the successor entity to the Chapter continuing on the brotherhood and
24 ratified the misconduct by the Individual Defendants and Chapter. Theta Chi National is also
25 liable under Matt’s Law because its agents, directors, trustees, managers, Chapter, or officers
26 authorized, requested, commanded, encouraged, participated in, ratified, or tolerated the hazing.
27

93.

As a direct and proximate result of the Defendants’ negligence per se, Alex died,

28 experienced tremendous pain, suffering and economic losses, including medical bills, before his
28
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1 death, and his beneficiaries suffered and will suffer in the future loss of financial support which
2 Alex would have contributed during their life expectancies; the loss of gifts and benefits they
3 would have expected to receive from Alex; cremation and life celebration expenses; the
4 reasonable value of household services Alex would have provided; the loss of Alex’s love,
5 companionship, comfort, care, assistance, protection, affection, society, and moral support; and the
6 loss of Alex’s training and guidance.
7

94.

As a further direct and proximate result of the Defendants’ negligence per se, the

8 Estate of Alexander Beletsis incurred medical expenses and lost earnings.
9

95.

Theta Chi National Fraternity is jointly and severally liable for its and the Chapter’s

10 negligence per se which proximately caused Alex’s death. Theta Chi National is also jointly,
11 directly, vicariously and severally liable the alter ego of the Chapter, as members of the same
12 unincorporated associations, for which Defendant Theta Chi National is the controlling member,
13 as the successor entity to the Chapter continuing on the brotherhood, and because Defendant Theta
14 Chi National and its Chapter have intentionally and recklessly undercapitalized the Chapter to
15 entirely avoid or lessen financial responsibility for claims and creditors likely to arise from the
16 dangerous misconduct of fraternity members, the Chapter and/or Defendant Theta Chi National.
17

96.

Because Theta Chi National and the Chapter have a long history of hazing and

18 misconduct, including violations of Matt’s Law and the University Policies which constitute
19 negligence per se, deaths and serious injuries at Theta Chi chapters in California and elsewhere, it
20 was reasonably foreseeable that the continued acts and omissions as alleged herein posed a risk of
21 serious harm, the misconduct was not only reckless but also taken in conscious disregard of the
22 dangers posed to Alex and others, justifying the imposition of punitive damages against Theta Chi
23 National on the survival claim filed on behalf of Alex.
24

97.

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Survival and Wrongful Death)
NEGLIGENCE/BREACH OF ASSUMED DUTIES
ALL DEFENDANTS

25
26
27
28

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for relief as set forth below.

98.

The preceding allegations are re-alleged and incorporated herein.
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1

99.

Through their actions and promises to act, the Defendants undertook to abide by

2 the University Policies, Matt’s Law and otherwise refrain from, encourage, tolerate, assist, and/or
3 give material support to hazing Alex, or subjecting him to danger in connection with his joining or
4 maintaining membership in Theta Chi National, including as he sought to obtain an officer
5 position. The Defendants thereby assumed duties of care for Alex.
6

100.

The Defendants breached these duties by encouraging, tolerating, assisting, and

7 giving material support to hazing Alex, providing Alex with and instructing him to consume
8 alcohol and drugs at the Crossover Ceremony and membership rituals as his physical and
9 emotional condition declined, and failing to protect and procure professional, medical, or other
10 qualified help for Alex after it became clear he was intoxicated, mentally unstable, and in danger.
11

101.

Theta Chi National is liable for the Individual Defendants’ and Chapter’s negligent

12 acts and omissions as alleged herein pursuant to the doctrine of respondeat superior because the
13 Individual Defendants and Chapter were acting as agents of Theta Chi National and within the
14 scope of their agency at all relevant times, and/or because the misconduct alleged is of the type to
15 which respondeat liability attaches even if the agent was acting outside the scope of the agency,
16 and/or because Theta Chi National ratified the Individual Defendants’ and misconduct. Theta Chi
17 National is also a fellow and controlling member of the Chapter with the Individuals Defendants,
18 is the successor entity to the Chapter continuing on the brotherhood and has undercapitalized the
19 Chapter and withdrawn and taken possession of its charter, all, upon information and belief, for
20 purposes of evading creditors such as Plaintiffs.
21

102.

As a direct and proximate result of the breach of assumed duties by the Defendants,

22 Alex died, experienced tremendous pain, suffering and economic losses before his death, and his
23 beneficiaries suffered and will suffer in the future loss of financial support which Alex would have
24 contributed during their life expectancies; the loss of gifts and benefits they would have expected
25 to receive from Alex; cremation and life celebration expenses; the reasonable value of household
26 services Alex would have provided; the loss of Alex’s love, companionship, comfort, care,
27 assistance, protection, affection, society, and moral support; and the loss of Alex’s training and
28 guidance.
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1

103.

As a further direct and proximate result of the breach by the Defendants of their

2 assumed duties, the Estate of Alexander Beletsis incurred medical expenses and lost earnings.
3

104.

Defendants are jointly and severally liable for their misconduct which proximately

4 caused Alex’s death. Theta Chi National is also jointly, directly, vicariously and severally liable
5 the alter-ego of the Chapter, as members of the same unincorporated associations, for which
6 Defendant Theta Chi National is the controlling member, as the successor entity to the Chapter
7 continuing on the brotherhood, and because Defendant Theta Chi National and its Chapter have
8 intentionally and recklessly undercapitalized the Chapter to entirely avoid or lessen financial
9 responsibility for claims and creditors likely to arise from the dangerous misconduct of fraternity
10 members, the Chapter and/or Defendant Theta Chi National.
11

105.

Because Theta Chi National and the Chapter have a long history of hazing and

12 misconduct, including similar violations of assumed duties, deaths and serious injuries at Theta
13 Chi chapters in California and elsewhere, it was reasonably foreseeable that the continued acts and
14 omissions as alleged herein posed a risk of serious harm, the misconduct was not only reckless but
15 also taken in conscious disregard of the dangers posed to Alex and others, justifying the
16 imposition of punitive damages against the Theta Chi National on the survival claim filed on
17 behalf of Alex.
18

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for relief as set forth below.
FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Survival and Wrongful Death)
NEGLIGENCE/BREACH OF DUTY TO PREVENT HARM
ALL DEFENDANTS

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

106.

The preceding allegations are re-alleged and incorporated herein.

107.

The Individual Defendants and Chapter knew or had reason to know that by their

conduct, they had caused harm to Alex and placed him in a position of peril, and they therefore
owed Alex a duty to exercise reasonable care to protect Alex and prevent further harm.
108.

The Individual Defendants and Chapter breached this duty by continuing to provide

and instruct Alex to consume alcohol and drugs at the Crossover Ceremony and membership
rituals as his physical and emotional condition declined, and by failing to protect or procure
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1 professional, medical, or other qualified help for Alex after it became clear he was intoxicated,
2 mentally unstable, and in danger.
3

109.

Theta Chi National is liable for the acts and omissions of the negligent acts and

4 omissions of the Individual Defendants and Chapter as alleged herein pursuant to the doctrine of
5 respondeat superior because the Individual Defendants and Chapter were acting as agents of
6 Theta Chi National and within the scope of their agency at all relevant times, and/or because the
7 misconduct alleged is of the type to which respondeat liability attaches even if the agent was
8 acting outside the scope of the agency, and/or because Theta Chi national ratified the Individual
9 Defendants’ and Chapter’s misconduct. Theta Chi National is also a fellow and controlling
10 member of the Chapter with the Individuals Defendants, is the successor entity to the Chapter
11 continuing on the brotherhood, and has undercapitalized the Chapter and withdrawn its charter, all,
12 upon information and belief, for purposes of evading creditors such as Plaintiffs.
13

110.

As a direct and proximate result of the Defendants’ actions of placing Alex in a

14 position of harm, and breach of their duties to protect him or prevent further harm, Alex died,
15 experienced tremendous pain, suffering and economic losses before his death, and his
16 beneficiaries suffered and will suffer in the future loss of financial support which Alex would have
17 contributed during their life expectancies; the loss of gifts and benefits they would have expected
18 to receive from Alex; cremation and life celebration expenses; the reasonable value of household
19 services Alex would have provided; the loss of Alex’s love, companionship, comfort, care,
20 assistance, protection, affection, society, and moral support; and the loss of Alex’s training and
21 guidance.
22

111.

As a further direct and proximate result of the Defendants’ breach of their duties,

23 the Estate of Alexander Beletsis incurred medical expenses and lost earnings.
24

112.

Defendants are jointly and severally liable for their misconduct which proximately

25 caused Alex’s death. Fraternity Defendants are also jointly, directly, vicariously and severally
26 liable as alter egos, members of the same unincorporated associations, for which Defendant Theta
27 Chi National is the controlling member, as the successor entity to the Chapter continuing on the
28 brotherhood, and because Defendant Theta Chi National and its Chapter have intentionally and
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1 recklessly undercapitalized the Chapter to entirely avoid or lessen financial responsibility for
2 claims and creditors likely to arise from the dangerous misconduct of fraternity members, the
3 Chapter and/or Defendant Theta Chi National.
4

113.

Because the Theta Chi National and the Chapter have a long history of hazing and

5 misconduct, including similar actions of placing pledges in positions of peril, failing to act
6 reasonably afterwards, and that and similar misconduct resulting in serious injuries and death at
7 Theta Chi chapters in California and elsewhere, it was reasonably foreseeable that the continued
8 acts and omissions as alleged herein posed a risk of serious harm, the misconduct was not only
9 reckless but also taken in conscious disregard of the dangers posed to Alex and others, justifying
10 the imposition of punitive damages against the Theta Chi National on the survival claim filed on
11 behalf of Alex.
12

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for relief as set forth below.

13

SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Survival and Wrongful Death)
NEGLIGENCE
DEFENDANT MCLAUGHLIN

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

114.

The real property and improvements at 511 Broadway, Santa Cruz (the “Property”)

is an aged residential home owned by and under the control of Defendant Quinn McLaughlin.
Upon information and belief, Defendant McLaughlin rented the Property to Defendant Guevara
and other brothers of Defendant Theta Chi National.
115.

During the year preceding Alex’s death, governmental records reveal that seven

calls for emergency services were made for incidents at the Property, which, upon information and
belief, related to dangerous incidents and activities involving the misuse of alcohol and drugs,
provision of such substances to underaged persons, and persons requiring emergency services for
health and safety reasons. Upon information and belief, this Property generated more complaints
to property management than any other property that year, and Defendant McLaughlin knew of
such dangerous incidents and activities, or in the absence of negligence, should have known, and
failed to reasonably exercise his ownership and control of the Property to render eliminate the
misconduct and render the property safe for others, including Alex.
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1

116.

While such dangerous and disruptive activities regularly took place in the Property,

2 the second-floor bathroom into which Alex was directed was unreasonably dangerous and unsafe
3 because of a window located 12.5 inches above the finished floor with a drop just outside of and
4 below the window of 18 feet to the concrete exterior grade. The window measures 30 inches wide
5 by 37 inches in height with two projection window panels separated by a vertical sash. One of the
6 two panels was permanently stuck in the closed position, and the second panel was sticky and
7 appeared also inoperable, secured by a small, broken latch inadequate to prevent the window from
8 fully opening with an amount of pressure far less than the weight of an average adult. Fully open,
9 the window is large enough and situated in a manner to allow an adult to fall or pass through it
10 without restriction. The base of the window has an oversized sill large enough to provide, or
11 suggest it being, a place for occupants to sit with their back against window. The window is in
12 immediate proximity to where occupants of the bathroom using the sink or toilet must walk, may
13 slip and fall, or may lean against it for support.
14

117.

California Residential Code sets forth standards for the safe location of windows,

15 providing, in part, that for an operable window “located more than 72 inches above the finished
16 exterior grade or other surface below, the lowest part of the clear opening of the window shall be a
17 min. of 24 inches above the finished floor surface of the room.” Other codes, regulations and
18 standards designating safe dimensions between the bottom of a well-above grade window and the
19 finished floor are consistent with the California Residential Code and are evidence of the
20 unreasonably unsafe and dangerous condition of the Property.
21

118.

The dangerous conditions of the window, and coupled with the dangerous and

22 activities in the Property, created a dangerous and foreseeable risk of harm to persons invited to
23 the Property who might use the bathroom, including Alex. Defendant McLaughlin knew, or in the
24 exercise of reasonableness should have known, of such risks, all of which were in Defendant
25 Laughlin’s ability to repair and remedy by the exercise of reasonable care, the failure of which by
26 the Landlord being a cause of Alex’s death.
27

119.

As a direct and proximate result of the Defendants McLaughlin’s negligence, Alex

28 died, experienced tremendous pain, suffering and economic losses before his death, and his
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1 beneficiaries suffered and will suffer in the future loss of financial support which Alex would have
2 contributed during their life expectancies; the loss of gifts and benefits they would have expected
3 to receive from Alex; cremation and life celebration expenses; the reasonable value of household
4 services Alex would have provided; the loss of Alex’s love, companionship, comfort, care,
5 assistance, protection, affection, society, and moral support; and the loss of Alex’s training and
6 guidance.
7

120.

As a further direct and proximate result of the Defendant McLaughlin’s negligence,

8 the Estate of Alexander Beletsis incurred medical expenses and lost earnings.
9

121.

Defendant McLaughlin is jointly and severally liable with other Defendants for

10 their misconduct which proximately caused Alex’s death.
11

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for relief as set forth below.
PRAYER

12
13

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for relief as follows:

14

1.

Compensatory damages against all Defendants including Defendant McLaughlin in

15 an amount to be proven at trial;
16

2.

Punitive and exemplary damages pursuant to California Civil Code section 3294

17 against Theta Chi National as permitted by law;
18

3.

Costs and expenses; and

19

4.

Such other relief as the Court deems just and proper, including equitable relief.

20 DATED: October 31, 2019
21

THE FIERBERG NATIONAL LAW GROUP, PLLC
SAWYER & LABAR LLP

22
23
24
25

By:
Ivo Labar
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
DAPHNE BELETSIS
YVONNE RAINEY

26
27
28
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

1
2
3
4

Plaintiffs hereby demand a jury trial.
DATED: October 31, 2019

THE FIERBERG NATIONAL LAW GROUP, PLLC
SAWYER & LABAR LLP

5
6
7
8
9

By:
Ivo Labar
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
DAPHNE BELETSIS
YVONNE RAINEY

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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LETTERS
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N

or

SPECIAL ADMINISTRATION

LETTERS
The last will of the decedent named above having
been proved, the courl appoints (name)

a.
b.

I
El

1

. fl

:

executor.

DÀPHIIE EELETSIS

[[
I

puBlrc ADMN rtl[11Ëå11,11",'*ion

requrred

(Prob. Code, S 7621(c)).

2. El

INDIVIDUAL: lsolemnlyaffirm that lwill perform the
duties of personal representative according to law.

3. Ef,

rNsTrruTloNAL FrDUcrARy (name):

administratorwithwillannexed.
The court appoints (name):
a.
b.

oqSBoz

ADMrNrsrRATroN

admlnlstrator of the decedent's estate.
special administrator of decedenls estate
(1)
with the special powers specified
in the Order for Probate.
(2) f,tr with the powers of a general
adminístrator.
(3)
btters will explre on (date) :

solemnly affirm that the institution will perform the
duties of personal representative according to law.
I make this affirmation for myself as an individual and
on behalf of the institution as an officer.
(Name and title):
I

El
E

3.

[[

The personal representative is authorized to administer
the estate under the lndependent Administratlon of
wlth full author¡ty
Estates Act
wlth llmited authority (no authority, without
court supervision, to (1) sell or exchange real property
cr {2) grant an option to purchase real property or {3)
borrow money with the loan secured by an
encumbrance upon real property).

@

4. E]

ff

4.

(SIGNATURE}

CERTIFICATION
I

certiff that thls document is a conect copy of the origlnal on

file in my office and the letters issued the personal representatlve appolnted above have not been revoked, annulled, or set
aslde, and are still in full force and effect.

specific court order.
WITNESS, cterk of the court, with seal of the court affixäd.
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The personal representatlve is not authorlzed to take
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Date:
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ORDER I
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Judge:

THE COURT FINDS
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2. a. All notices required by law have been given.
b. Decedent died on (date):6 / 20 / 20L8

[p a resident of the California county named above,
f] a nonresident of California and left an estate in the county named above.
c. Decedent died
(1)[[ intestate
(2)E testate
and decedent's will dated:
and each codicil dated:
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f]
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a.
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probate bv Minute order on

executor of the decedent's will
administrator with will annexed
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d.
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special administrator
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E
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futl authority is granted to administer the estate under the lndependent Administration of Estates Act.
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